
Introduction 

 Learning outcome 3. Develop in-depth 

textual analysis and research skills. 

 Content analysis 
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Content Analysis 
 Absence or presence of certain words or concepts 

within a text

 Examples

◦ How much advertising in a magazine

◦ Comparing number of ads in two magazines

◦ Type of advertisements in a magazine

 Comparisons – useful for content analysis 

 Examples - comparing two things 

◦ Cosmopolitan/Loaded; 

◦ The Guardian/Daily Mail; 

◦ TV ad from 5 years ago with present day ad for same 
product

◦ gender comparisons
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What you need to do 

 Decide what you are going to analyse

 What will be included

 Consistency important 

◦ Full page ads, half page or smaller ads included or not? 

◦ Newspapers – are you going to look at certain pages e.g. 
sports

 Pilot

◦ Try doing a brief content analysis using the categories you 
decided to use

◦ More categories added

◦ Greater clarifications needed?

 Count – second coder may be useful. 
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Examples
 Example 1: see Mitra, B., Taylor, L., Milburn-Curtis, C. and 

McCarron, J. (2018) Gendering Worcester News, Journal of the 
Association for Journalism Education. Vol. 7 (1), pp. 29-3 (contains 
content analysis table)

 Example 2: Part of content analysis table gender and advertising research

 You still need to draw on academic sources to back up your 
assertions

 Relating facts and figures to relevant theories

4

Ad 13th& 14th Dec 2006 ( ads 

C5)

Male Female Neutral Total

Total Ads 12 10 51 73

Gender of voice-over was Male 8 7 15

Gender of voice-over was 

Female 

8 1 9
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Instagram/social media 

#fitspiration 

(first 10 

general 

images 

Male fitness 

instructors on 

Instagram 

(first 10) 

Female fitness 

instructors on 

Instagram 

(first 10) 

Quotes 

associated 

with 

#fitspiration 

general 

images 

Positive 

images/quotes 

(defined by 

…)

8 3 3 What lies 

behind you, 

what lies in 

front…etc.’

Negative 

images 

(defined by…) 

2 2 7 You need to try 

harder to 

achieve your 

perfect body

Neutral Images 

(defined by…) 

0 5 2
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Assignment 2

 I have listed subheadings that you can use in 

your essays – (on the next few slides) 
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Subheading 1: Definition of content 

analysis 
 Define content analysis  - (drawing on 2 

academic sources; 200 words) 

 Remember to give page number(s) if you are 
going to quote directly e.g. Mitra et al. (2018, p. 
5) note that ‘quote.’ 

 If you paraphrase then remember to still give the 
reference (e.g. Mitra et al. 2018)

 Try not to just list quotes but to introduce and 
comment on these.
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Subheading 2: Method

 Your content analysis - 250 words 

 How you went about choosing the categories

 What did you include? 

 What did you leave out as you conducted 
your analysis? 

 Did you have to add extra categories? 

 What issues or difficulties did you face in 
doing the content analysis? 

 Is there anything you would do differently? 
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Subheading 3: Critical evaluation of 

4 key texts
 700 words (approx. 175 per key text)

 Draw on relevant academic literature that relates to your topic. 

 E.g. if you focused on music in the charts, you could draw on some of the 

academic sources that highlight genres and/or gender in relation to chart 

music. 

 E.g. if you focused on sports and advertising, then you might want to find 

sources that advertisements relating to sports.  

 See the specific sections in the module resources - you can also contact 

Alison Taylor, the subject librarian (alison.taylor@worc.ac.uk) for help. 

 Make sure you evaluate the sources you are engaging with i.e. don’t just 

list the sources, but appraise them as well. 
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Subheading 4: Relating content 

analysis to themes

 Explore how your content analysis relates to these themes 
(700 words) 

 Highlight specific sections from your content analysis table 
to show how this relates to the key texts above. 

 You should comment specifically on the numbers that you 
obtained in relation to these ideas. 

 Draw on specific sections of the content analysis table here 
(although the complete table should be in the appendix). 

 Explain and interpret the content analysis table in relation 
to the themes –not sure about this.  then please ask me for 
advice. 
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Subheading 5: Conclusion 

 Conclusion (150 words) 

 You can summarise the key points and ideas 
from the previous sections in your conclusion. 

 A conclusion should not contain entirely new 
information but should highlight your key points 
and findings. 

 If you did set yourself a question to answer, then 
this is the place you should address this. 
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Subheading 6: List of references

 List of References

 Remember to list these in the Harvard 

System – see the Harvard Referencing 

guide 
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Subheading 7: Appendix 

 Put the full content analysis table here.
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Summary 

 Content analysis

 Assignment 1: Semiotic analysis 

 Assignment 2: Content analysis 

 No blog contribution
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